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1. Introduction
Venture capitalists („VCs‟) typically invest in entrepreneurial firms with high growth potential products or
services for the purpose of achieving capital gains upon an „exit‟ transaction. The entrepreneurial firms
they often target are deficient in their resources to realize the current and/or upcoming growth phase(s).
However, the venture capital contribution to firms usually reaches beyond than just the financial aspect.
Associated with expertise in screening for investments, venture capitals identify and then add value to
investee firm on multiple levels, so that they can influence venture success and ultimately underline that
with an exit. Investment horizon ranges between 2 and 7 years before the exit.
Successful exit is a determinant of lucrative returns for VCs, proof of their ability to profitably manage
capital and a stepping stone for future funding commitments. The most prevalent exit route by frequencies
and divestment amounts in Europe during the period from 2007 to 2014 was the trade sales (40.27%)
(EVCA, 2014 European Private Equity Activity). The same exit form was dominant in the US market
(NVCA, 2016). Despite the importance, trade sales as an exit channel is limited in present theoretical
knowledge and especially meager on empirically based evidence in the underlying mechanisms. Clarysse
et al. (2011) recognized that factors influencing trade sale likelihood are largely neglected in the literature,
which in fact, are the objective of this study. Write-offs are the secondary exit vehicle in the frequency of
a number of companies exited (22,83%) and as well secondary in the overall divestment exit amount
(16,16%) (according to EVCA for 2007-2014). Explaining this frequent outcome, which is commonly
overlooked because it is a clear indicator of failure, could lead to more insight to the factors that
systematically affect the likelihood and of the write-offs. Moreover, argument to focus on trade sales and
write-offs is supported by Cumming and MacIntosh work (2002), where it is claimed that secondary sale
and buybacks are likely to be an inferior form of exit to a trade sales exit. Still, extensive work and largest
literature body has been developed on the Initial Public Offerings (IPO) exit and contributing factors to it.
Despite the perception of prestige and the greatest return potential of IPOs, trade sale exits may be just as
profitable as IPOs, and possibly more profitable depending on the particular transaction and market
momentum (Cumming and Johan, 2008).
Agricultural and food firms‟ exits were not investigated so far, in comparison to already conducted studies
for biotechnological exits (Ozmil et al.,2013; Lerner,1994; Burns et al.,2009), information technology
exits (Allen and Hevert, 2007) and full range of industries (Cumming and MacIntosh, 2003; Giot and
Schwienbacher, 2007). Small and medium companies operating in the agro-food supply chain are
important source of innovation and potential disruptors in global food safety and sustainability. The rise of
financial capital is not novel, but increasingly active role of financial actors in food retailing, commodity
trading, the determination of food prices and the distribution of agricultural risk, the provisioning of
agricultural inputs and the ownership and control of farmland is evident (Isakson, 2014). Increased
investments and financing throughout the agro-food supply chain is nowadays even more stressed from
ethical point, in order to meet demand in food from the increasingly affluent population. Increasing
importance of start-ups in agro-food technologies is underlined by 3 novel trends; macro-economic trends
that tipped the balance between supply and demand in agriculture; shifting consumer tastes; and
confluence of new hardware technologies that freed computation from the desktop and automated
multivariate collection of big data (AgFunder, 2014).
3
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The aim of this research is to investigate exit likelihood, specifically through the realized trade sale and
write-off1 exits, which are direct and observable events in VCs‟ and companies‟ life cycle. Documenting
the factors that significantly affect the overall probability of VC exits will be tested on the agro-food
venture sample. Empirical investigation of the determinants of VC exit will be (1) Firm-specific (2) VCspecific. Applying comprehensive approach in which multiple factors impacting the overall probability
and duration of certain exit are investigated, results in conclusive recommendations for academia and
practitioners. Previous research has mainly examined these components in isolation, albeit applied to
different industries and scopes. This research is not meant to generate strong empirical findings to build a
theory, but rather to illustrate that the generic theories and concepts from VC literature used to develop
hypotheses are confirmed or refuted by empirical findings in the agro-food domain. Nevertheless,
intersecting agro-food companies and venture capital exits is a novelty from an academic point of view.
For practitioners enhancing the understanding of past VC‟ agro-food exits will result in a better
understanding of the future outlook of agro-food industries.
Introductory chapters 2 and 3 cover the research background and its design. The research outline is
developed on the basis of Verschuren & Doorewaard (2010) and consists of two sections, the conceptual
research design and the technical research design in sections 2 and 3 respectively.

2. Conceptual research design
2.1.

Research objective

This study focuses on determinants of venture capital (VC) exits, where two exit routes are analyzed,
namely trade sales and write-offs. The objective of the study is to document the factors that significantly
affect the likelihood of alternative VC exits and whether VCs successfully (trade sale) or unsuccessfully
(write-off) exit from their agro-food venture. Abundant literature in venture capital depicts the most
important determinants that could influence the likelihood and time-to-exit of IPOs, but that is not the case
for the trade sales.
Based on all variants of exit types, Giot and Schwienbacher (2007) and Cumming and MacIntosh (2003),
distinguish between two aggregation levels in explaining the likelihood of a VC sales exit event. We
follow these levels in understanding the research issue and attaining the main objective. These levels are;
(1) firm/deal-specific, (2) VC-specific. Achievement and integration of the levels will consequently lead
to the fulfilled objective of the whole research. This section hint why main objective was dissected into
two smaller parts and how to attain them.
At the firm/deal level it is aimed to investigate how variables for quality and size influence the likelihood
of agro-food companies to be sold or written off. According to Giot and Schwienbacher (2007), it is
particularly important when tackling the issue of „exit risk‟ for venture capital investments to gauge these
proxies reliably. Assessing how exit conditions evolve when firms move up the ladder of financing rounds
1

The terms acquisition and trade sales, write-offs and liquidations are used in the literature interchangeably.
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and comparing these results with the prevailing conditions at the initial (first round) and the last round
investment will provide a clear picture on the probability, accounting for the time dynamics. In the
literature VC investments in the company are captured across all financing rounds and adequately defined
with time intervals and investment amounts. Additionally, by distinguishing company‟s development
stage when funding is initiated, heterogeneity of exit moments that might impact the probability. Whether
the geographical location (US or Europe) of the entrepreneurial firm affects the likelihood and duration of
VC backed agro-food companies in a trade sale or a write-off will be assessed as well. In regards to the
agro-food classification, the nature of the company‟s assets is commonly considered as important factor
when exiting, where biotechnology firms could differ from pure tech ventures2.
The second level is including determinants specific to a VC and the VC syndicate. The literature suggests
reputation, experience and network position as paramount factors impacting the success for harvesting
venture investments. Powell et al. (2002) explained that increased experience improves the venture
capitalists' value-adding capabilities, consequently building up a larger network of contacts, and receiving
a higher quality deal flow with better chances of „high-flyers‟. Trade sale is a complex event, which tend
to involve a high amount of tacit knowledge. Yang et al. (2009) state that tacit knowledge is cumulated
through discovery, learning by doing and experience, each of which are indicators of experiential learning.
Interesting argument on the VC experience has been documented with significantly increased probability
of the portfolio firm trade sale exit with one or more already accomplished VCs‟ lead trade sales exits
(Clarysse et al. 2011). In addition, research on organizational research has suggested that firms can learn
fruitfully from their own and others‟ failure experiences (Chuang and Baum,2003, Miner et al.1999).
Therefore, trade sales and liquidations that VCs have experienced until the exit date will be investigated in
understanding the learning experience. Total exits that syndicated VCs have executed until the exit date
will serve as collective indicator of experience on a deal, while the age of the VC firms will be challenged
as relevant indicator of experience.
In sum, 2 levels with separate sets of variables will enable to achieve the main research objective. By
integrating them, main research objective of documenting the factors that significantly affect the
likelihood of VC exits for agro-food ventures will be presented.

2.2.

Research framework

To attain the research objective depicted in the previous section, a sequence of steps needs to be taken,
represented through a linear process of actions (see figure 1). The initial step will provide a detailed
theoretical discussion of the relevant variables from a stream of literature. Literature answers research
questions about determinants that influence the likelihood of VC exits in different contexts. Fundamental
concepts will be adopted from that stream and carefully validated as sources of variables. In the second
step, an econometric model is built which is going to be applied for an empirical analysis. Furthermore,
the model is built using survival analysis where the competing risk model for the likelihood function is set
in nonparametric way. In this step, previously created model is used to empirically test the collected data.
2

The degree of innovation and technology is also expected to be an important driver but unfortunately available data do not allow
to proxy the degree of innovation/technology in a meaningful way.
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In third and final step empirical findings with all the estimation results and conclusions are presented.

Figure 1. Research framework

2.3.

Research issue

Clarity in research is established with well-defined research questions. In order to realize the research
objective, the central research question is established. The effective contribution to answering central
research questions will be through sequential aggregation of answered sub-research questions.
Sub-question 1 is theoretically oriented, providing an academic background for answering the central
research question. Sub-question 2 is seeking to answer how integration of the concepts from sub-question
1 explain the agro-food trade sale and write-off exits. Adverb how in following questions is referring to
significance and contribution to the main research question. Subsequent questions 3, 4 and 5 are empirical
questions which quest for statistical testing if argumentative proposition have an expected effect. The
answer to question 6 will bring conclusions and specific recommendations for the future. All sub-research
questions successively and exhaustively answer the central research question.
Central research question
(C.R.Q.): What contributes and to what extent to the likelihood of VC-backed agro-food ventures to exit
in a trade sale or a write-off?
Sub research questions:
1. What are the key concepts from literature on determinants of VC trade sale/write-off exit?
2. How can these variables be integrated into an econometric model on the likelihood of agro-food
VC exits through trade sales and write-offs?
3. How are company‟s and deal‟s characteristics affecting the likelihood of agro-food companies to
exit in a trade sale or be written off?
4. How are VC specific characteristics affecting the likelihood of agro-food companies to exit in a
trade sale or be written off?
6
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5. How is VC exit experience affecting the likelihood of agro-food companies to exit in a trade sale
or be written off?
6. What is the collective explanatory power of the aforementioned components in understanding
VC-backed agro-food companies in trade sales and write-offs?

2.4.

Definition of concepts

Venture Capital-generically defined as a specific type of investment made either by professional
investors or other entities in non-quoted startups and small firms to capture the effects of long-term
growth. Typically, the performance of such investments is represented by their returns obtained by
successful company‟s exit from their portfolio (Alperovych and Hübner, 2011).
Agro-food companies- For item as agro-food companies there is no generally accepted definition of the
term, so it will be defined in the nature that best suits this research; the entrepreneurial firms, frequently
startups and small businesses, with a main target of value adding activities within agro-food supply-chain.
It is important to define them as creators of a goods or services who currently generate revenue or aim to
generate revenue from agricultural producers or/and other customers/consumers within the agro-food
supply chain. This firm category is not limited on technological aspects of the value adding activities but
precisely on their target of servicing within the agro-food chain.
Trade sales exit- a trade sale exit is defined as a sale of the entire portfolio company to a third party. This
exit vehicle is also commonly referred to as an acquisition. There are two different types of trade sale
exits; the financial exit, where the value of the entity being sold to an industry buyer is assigned based on
its future profit generating power; and the strategic exit, where the buyer assigns value to the entity being
bought based on what future profit can be generated by the buyer by exploiting the assets and capabilities
of the target (McKaskill, 2009). A full trade sale exit means that the VC receives cash for the portfolio
company, while a partial exit means that the VC receives shares in the acquiring company as part of the
compensation (Cumming and MacIntosh, 2003).
Write-off (Liqudation) exit-An investment will be fully written off when the VC determines that there is
little or no prospect of ever recovering its initial investment. This definition is a landmark for the research.
However, Cumming and MacIntosh (2003) differentiate between full write-off and „partial write-off‟,
where they refer to a „partial‟ as write-down on the books of the company. In this situation, the VC
recognizes that the investment still has value, but lacks the significant upside potential that motivates
venture capital investing. When a write-down occurs, the VC will likely spend very little or no further
effort in bringing the investment to fruition. In the parlance of the VC, it is a „living dead‟ or „walking
wounded‟ investment.
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3. Technical research design
3.1.

Research material

The review of the venture capital literature on determinants of exit vehicle will be conducted mainly
through reading scientific articles. Essential articles covering determinants of venture exits and
specifically trade sales/write-offs domain will be reviewed to gain a detailed understanding of the topic. In
addition to the online literature search, a snowball sampling approach is used. After reading the articles
identified using the key words, it becomes clear that many of these had been citing the same core studies.
These frequently cited studies provide a comprehensive understanding of the elementary principles of the
determinants of exit vehicles as a classic within the field. After a thorough understanding of these
concepts, more specific components of these studies will be exhibited. For example, venture capital value
adding role for the potential trade sales and accumulated forms of experience. Mentioned topics are
addressed in: Journal of Business Venturing, Small Business Economics-An Entrepreneurship Journal,
European Financial Management Journal etc.
Data is not collected „in the field‟ but sourced from existing commercial databases bellow mentioned. The
dataset comprises of the deals extracted from PitchBook, with filter of all VC-backed North American and
European agro-food companies exited between 1984 and 2016 through trade sales or write
offs/liquidations. The aim is to perform an analysis on the most extensive dataset available, which in this
case spreads between indicated years. The data will be verified with ThomsonOne Banker (Thomoson
Financial), CapitalIQ (S&P 500) and Zephry(Bureau van Dijk). All these deals will be used, for a so
called longitudinal experimental analysis. All transactions with total committed capital below US$ 10,000
and above US$ 100 million are deleted. Observations that fall into these categories are not considered to
convey significant information about exit decisions in the traditional business model of venture capitalists
(Giot and Schwienbacher 2007). Finally, all transactions with total holding periods below 3 months are
dropped because with such a short time period investment performance would be driven mainly by market
conditions (Giot and Schwienbacher 2007; Hege et al. 2009; Achleitner et al. 2014). These observations
are meaningless outliers for which the recorded values do not belong to a plausible range. Prelim work on
pre-filtering leads to a final sample of 170 rounds ending up with trade sales and write-offs exits.
The statistical analysis will be done in statistical program STATA 13. In order to obtain descriptive
statistics, different statistical test will be performed (further see below in strategy). The analysis will result
in a number of statistical analyses, graphs and tables answering to research questions.

3.2.

Research strategy

In research strategy section it will be depicted how econometric model can be used for meeting the
research objectives and answering the main research question mentioned previously in the text. The
research is described as quantitative desk research.
Statistical analysis will rely on survival analysis and competing risks models, which are powerful models
tailored to model durations that end with multiple exits. They originate from the engineering sciences and
have been employed in venture capital context by Cumming and MacIntosh (2001), Giot and
8
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Schwienbacher (2007), Clarysse et al. (2011) and Félix et al. (2014). In all cases, competing risk model3 is
also generalization of the binary exit model but richer in a following way. As authors stress, the competing
risks approach is much richer than Logit binary model, as it distinctively takes into account many possible
types of exits and time to exit (duration). It is meant that each type of exit can feature its own dynamics
and the covariates can influence the exit decisions separately. For example, the trade sales exits are
characterized by mutually exclusive end states: y = 1 (success) or y = 0 (failure), where it is not required
to jointly model all other exit routes to assess the likelihood of the ones of interest (trade sale in this case).
Even accounting for the separate time dynamics. Additionally, advantageous in survival analysis is that
hazard function gives the conditional instantaneous probability of exit given that the subject at risk has not
yet exited at that time.
In this simplified example, (for e.g.) initial funding of the project is a possible covariate: a positive
covariate would then indicate that a higher funding leads to an increased likelihood of a „success‟ exit.
The idea of the competing risks model is to let the hazard rate vary with the end state. This example has
already hinted at how firm-related variables can be linked to the exit process. Therefore, methodologically
perceived, VC specific and experience related variables will be included in the same way. It first has to be
allowed for multiple exits (in our case trade sale and write-offs). Implications are that distinctive variables
will contribute to the likelihood function via its density or survivor function. Additionally, regarding the
choice of the density function, further in the report it will be elaborated why certain distribution function
will be endorsed and criterion behind it (Gamma density distribution or Log-logistic distribution).
Limitations of the study are generalizability and scope of the research. However, the tradeoff is that in this
way more careful assessment of the specific industry is possible. By opting for this niche of investing, it is
not possible to derive findings applicable to the whole venture capital industry, but more confirm the
existing theories in this sector. Some additional limitation in terms of endogeneity issues could appear,
specifically caused by collinearity on the experience forms. However, as the first study to investigate and
combine different VC exit experiences in relation to time and likelihood, it is positive move forward for to
the literature. Additional gain is created from practical side as the first research combining agro-food
sector with venture capital exits.

4. Literature review
The following sections will elaborate on the main findings from the literature review. Literature review
consists of three parts. The first part is more general and describes means of the venture exit forms as a
final step in VC process, where two exit forms are specifically addressed: trade sales and write-offs. Sub3

Unlike ordinary regression models, survival methods correctly incorporate information from both
censored and uncensored observations in estimating important model parameters. The dependent
variable in survival analysis is composed of two parts: one is the time to event and the other is the event
status, which records if the event of interest occurred or not. One can then estimate two functions that
are dependent on time, the survival and hazard functions and incorporate the competing events on both.
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section clarifies on the concepts and importance of these exit routes, process patterns, characteristics and
frequencies from the VC perspective. The second part covers the core studies of influence with a focus on
analyzing particular determinants of an exit form. The review of studies is shedding light on the factors
affecting the exit form. The third part brings determinants and hypothesis that emerged from theory, which
are the empirically tested in the next chapter. The first sub-research question is answered throughout the
following paragraphs.

4.1.

Means of the venture exit form

The exit is an instrumental part in the venture capital process. VC fund investors stipulate that the VC has
to return their investments either in cash or liquid securities. The ability to make a profitable exit lies at
the heart of venture capital investing (Gompers and Lerner, 1999). VC employs a variety of exit vehicles
to convert their illiquid stakes in venture investments into cash or liquid securities. The fundamental
distinction between exit vehicles is in the type of the follow-on investment. When exiting their
investments, VC in principal employs five exit vehicles: IPOs, trade sales, secondary sales, buybacks, and
write-offs. With the initial public offerings (IPO) a significant portion of the firm is sold into the public
market; with the trade sales (TS) the entire firm is bought by a third party; with a secondary sale only the
VCs shares are sold to a third party (typically a strategic or financial acquirer); with a buyback the VCs
shares are repurchased by the entrepreneurial firm; and with a write-off (liquidation) the VC walks away
from the investment (Cumming and MacIntosh 2001). Additionally, it is distinguished that exits may be
full or partial for all exit vehicles.
Trade sale of a portfolio company is the most common exit route for a VC-backed company, followed by
secondary exits or IPOs (Cumming and MacIntosh 2003b). Although perceived with greatest return
potential, IPOs are not deriving the majority of the returns for VCs, for that belongs to the trade sale
divestment exit vehicle (Gompers, 1996). Particularly, companies that are not matching requirements for
an IPO, regarding the size or the market potential, are target for trade sales exit. However, the returns from
trade sales are argued in Cumming and MacIntosch work (2003b) with tendency to exceed returns from
IPOs depending on market momentum and quality of a firm. In line with that argument, Wright et al.
(1990) emphase that the private buyer's background enhances his understanding of the company's business
and enables him to recognize higher values in the firm's technologies and assets. Private buyers also
benefit from synergies or access to new technologies elevating their profit from the transaction over the
venture's stand-alone valuation, while public markets consider solely the latter (Eckermann, 2006). So
public buyers may thus come to lower valuations than industry acquirer or other private buyers.
Alternative explanation why trade sale returns can exceed IPO‟s is that high valuations are often relating
to the venture‟s product-market characteristics that prove risky for existing business
(Schweinbacher,2001). The rationale behind is that if the new venture threatens an incumbent firm‟s
market position, the incumbent is prone to buy the venture in order to eliminate rivalry. If such situation
occurs when incumbent‟s market position is negatively affected by venture‟s market offering, VC can
bargain higher valuation levels if the threat proves very risky for incumbent company, where the offer
could ultimately exceed the IPO‟s return (Schwienbacher, 2001). On the other hand, the more innovative
the venture is, the less it jeopardizes incumbent firms' market positions. Concluding this, industrial
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investors perceive less pressure to eliminate the high technology venture's competition, innovative
businesses are less likely to be acquired.
Figure 2. provides an overview of the number of trade sales and IPOs realized each year in the period
from 2007 to 2014, in Europe and the US. The frequency of exits by trade sales indeed verifies that it is a
more common exit route than IPO, applicable for Europe and the US market. Hence, from the VC
portfolio perspective, the ability to realize trade sales is at least as much important as ability to realize
IPO. Although as a result of the fact that the IPO and the trade sales are typically viewed as desired exit
paths, and since the possibility of exiting in either fashion does imply a successful venture, the choice
between these two has been focus of several articles (e.g Brau et al. 2003, Hellman, 2006, Yang et al.,
2008, Bienze and Leite 2008, Bayer and Chemmanur, 2011). Oddly, only Clarysee et.al (2011) so far
have been investigated solely trade sales as indicator of portfolio company „success‟ in the venture capital
literature.
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Interesting approach and analysis in our research is occurrences of a trade sale as the most common
successful exit route and the write-offs as the most frequent failure form of ventures. De facto, most
authors draw conclusions (from VC experience) that the exit forms secondary sale, buy-back and write-off
all represent a certain degree of failure, with little to no return at all (e.g. Wang and Sim, 2001., Cumming
and Johan, 2008). Looking closer to pecking order of exit vehicles, undisputedly write-offs represent the
worst option for entrepreneur and VC. When a business ceases its operations, it becomes subject to a
write-off. Eckermann (2006) explains if VCs cannot accomplish an exit via one of the four routes
mentioned above, the write-off (sometimes referred to as liquidation) represents the terminal occasion for
investors to retrieve some values from the venture. Implicitly, liquidation serves as an exit where not the
whole company but its assets are sold to provide liquidity to incumbent investors. However, before any
resources are distributed to equity investors, the debt providers are satisfied. Distribution of the remaining
11
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equity is according to the contractual legal structure. Even though common practice is that liquidation
preference warrants the VC to be served before the remaining equity investors, exclusive access to the
venture's resources cannot usually secure the entire investment. In the worst case, liquidation may even
return no capital at all, and then it is referred as complete bankruptcy. Liquidating the venture makes sense
at least from a financial perspective when an investment is likely to fail but the absorbed funds still exceed
the claims of debt providers, and as VC tend to rationalize when projected marginal cost increase marginal
added value.
Very important distinction in extension in full and partial exits had been investigated in work by
Cumming and McIntosch (2003a). Intuitively, it appears that write-offs‟ partial exit as disposition of some
of VC‟s holdings wouldn‟t be a possible scenario. However, partial write-off is defined by the same
authors as a situation in which VC takes a write-down of the investment on its books: “When this occurs,
it is virtually certain that the investment is a ‘‘living dead’’ investment – i.e., one involving a viable but
marginally profitable enterprise which lacks sufficient upside potential for the VC to continue to devote
time and attention to it”. As well, the unique situation occurs in partial trade sales. The trade sales exit is
generically defined as an event when firm is sold, frequently to strategic acquirer, with intention to merge
the target firm into its own operations. Nonetheless, the trade sales exit may occur as a partial exit when
remuneration received by the VC for selling firm‟s shares are acquirer‟s shares. The type of an exit
resembles as partial, depending on the degree of illiquidity of the acquirer‟s stocks and ability to convert
to cash only over a lengthy period of time, or perhaps (if the market is very illiquid) not at all. Therefore,
the VC continues to be involved in the combined operations of its original investee firm and those of the
acquirer after the trade sales occurred. When information asymmetry is high, ownership retention
constitutes a credible signal that the quality of the investee firm is high and VC can maximize the overall
proceeds by initially seeking a partial exit (Cumming and McIntosch, 2003a, Lin and Smith, 1997).

4.2 Studies of influence
This research is influenced by two streams of literature. The most important stream of literature is related
to the articles that analyze determinants of the exit forms and their patterns. Second stream has looked at
value-adding factors of the VCs to the performance at portfolio company level. Final influence is by the
learning theory, which helps to overcome the gap in the second stream about the role of experience in the
VC value-adding activity. In addition, this section starts with the brief introduction on the preliminary
work and foundations in the venture capital literature. A more careful understanding and discussion on the
literature helps to source and explore the determinates for the empirical session in a systematic and linear
way.
4.2.1. Foundations of the venture capital literature

Bellow mentioned articles are foundation of the venture capital literature because they cover questions
whether the types and the terms of the venture capital financing and characteristics of venture capitalists
influence the exit of the investment. This literature field explores issues related to asymmetric
information, agency costs, monitoring and staging that today serve as core concepts in VC research. As a
foundational literature, preliminary work (Gompers, 1995, Black and Gilson, 1998, Gompers and Lerner,
12
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1999a) followed by general theory of venture capital exits (MacIntosh, 1997; Cumming and MacIntosh,
2001, 2003b) accepts consensus of VC funds as investors with an active, value-adding approach.
However, according to the body of knowledge in this field, the choice of the exit vehicle is influenced by
the spectrum of variables. Desideratum to ultimately exit, shapes every aspect of the VC fund‟s decision
making, from the types of investments made to the timing, amounts of capital committed and investors
type per se.
Three most important mechanisms of control in venture capital investments are stage financing,
syndication of the investments and the use of convertible securities (Gompers 1995). Author finds that
durations of stage financing is influenced by the tangibility of assets, market-to-book ratio and the R&D
intensity, variables which all relate to an asymmetric information. Further it is concluded, in line with the
agency theory, that duration of each financing round decreases with a higher market-to-book ratio and the
R&D intensity, but increases with the age of an investee firm and the ratio of tangible assets to total assets.
Regarding the VCs, this foundational literature finds that they may bring knowledge, skill, and a network
of legal, accounting, investment banking and marketing contacts that are useful to a fledgling enterprise
(Gompers and Lerner 1999a; Black and Gilson 1998). However, aside from the VC added value literature,
some authors have explored factors that affect the choice of the complete class of venture capital exits
(IPOs, trade sales, secondary sales, buybacks, and write-offs) (MacIntosh 1997); and extended range of
factors that affect different exit types by using a hand-collected data set from Canada and United States
(Cumming and MacIntosh 2003b). Additionally, Brau et al (2003) study determinants of the choice IPO
versus acquisition for a broad sample of privately held firms, independent of VC involvement, by focusing
on market liquidity, ownership, industry and deal-specific factors. The results indicate that private
companies in high market to book industries, financial sector and other highly leveraged industries
involving greater liquidity show a greater likelihood of being acquired (trade sale).
4.2.2. Exit forms and their patterns

The time dimension of the exit decision has often been investigated with the exit form (e.g., Cumming and
MacIntosh 2001, Giot and Schwienbacher 2007 and Felix et al. 2014). Cumming and McIntosh (2001)
developed a simple theoretical model on the optimal venture capital investment duration such that
projected marginal value added is smaller or equal to the projected marginal costs. The model was
inspired by preliminary work of Gompers (1995) where it is emphasized the role of the venture capitalists
in monitoring investee firm and argued that their value is higher when informational asymmetries are
significant. Using data from US and Canada, significant effect on the investment duration had several
factors; stage of the firm at first investment, capital available to the venture capital industry, whether exit
was pre-planned or not and whether exits was made in response to an unsolicited offer (Cumming and
McIntosh 2001). The study shows that in the US investments in the early stage investee firms have a
smaller expected duration than in Canada, and that increase in the availability of the venture capital
decreases the venture capital investment duration. Additionally, the theoretical framework is less
applicable for Canada than in the US, due to the fact of the institutional environment that impacted the
analysis of the investment duration in Canada.
Very important contribution for this research is study by Giot and Shwainbacher (2007). Novel approach
of investigating duration of the venture capital investment while simultaneously considering exit type
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(IPOs, trade sales and liquidations) , was replicated in this research. Modeling time to exit using survival
analysis is common, but the authors include various exit forms with a competing risk model as efficacious
and enriched model solution. Findings are that different exit forms having different conditional exit rates
(hazard functions), where non-monotonic conditional exit rate at first shows relatively sharp increase but,
after a certain point, slow decrease. Practical meaning is that trade sales reach maximum hazard function
much later (6.8-11 years) and decrease much slower than IPOs. This suggests that VC-backed firms first
aim for an IPO exit and then consider (or are forced to consider) trade sales exit as their second choice.
Additionally, relative exit time ratios have been investigated for different industries, confirming that
internet, semiconductor and communication/media firms have the fastest exit for trade sales, while biotech
the slowest for the liquidation exit. The striking point for internet firms is that relative time ratio for writeoffs are between 1/3 and 1/4 with respect to the other firms (for example, biotech firms tend to liquidate
slowly according to Lerner, 1994. as well). Additional interesting finding is that large syndicate size
accelerates exits of all types, but especially for the IPO. In relation to liquidations, authors measure VC
value-adding indicated through VC fund experience(age) and conclude that makes liquidation more likely.
This is suggestive for a more thorough screening of investments and possibly higher hurdles required by
the more established VC firms.
Similar study investigating time dimension accompanied with an exit form, but concentrated on European
venture capital market, has been explored by Felix et al (2014). Authors include few new variables such as
the association with a financial institution (such as a bank) and specific contractual arrangements (e.g.
convertible securities). It is interesting to notice that different results were brought for the hazard rate of
the trade sales. In particular, in Felix et al (2014) case, the hazard rate for trade sales increases faster than
for the IPO and also decreases faster, which in both aspects is challenging the Giot and Shwainbacher
(2007) US observations. That leaves open space for the explanations in regards to the methods used or
differences in US vs. Europe practices for the IPO and trade sale exit. Moreover, another important result
is the significant impact of the venture capitalists associated with financial firms on the time-to exit for the
trade sales. Possible explanation is the fact that venture capitalists associated with banks have larger
network of contacts, which facilitates the task of finding the potential buyer in a trade sale exit. However,
data-set with aggregated information about venture capital firms (such as average investment duration,
percentage of each exit form, percentage of high-tech investments) obtained through questionnaires is a
certainly a limitation comparing to Giot and Shwainbacher (2007), were on individual investments were
exit times and forms denoted.
Not including a time dimension, the bigger part of the literature explores exit form and their patterns
(Scwienbacher (2005), Cumming and McIntosch (2003a, b)). Schweinbacher (2005) analyses exit forms
in the US and six European countries by looking into the characteristics of the venture capital firm and the
use of the several monitoring mechanisms on the various exit strategies. The study shows differences
between Europe and US venture capital markets and reveals that monitoring mechanisms have a
significant impact on the probability of an IPO being employed as an exit route. On the other hand, the
results for the trade sales are overall inconclusive without any statistical significance. It is worth
mentioning that data is aggregated on the VC level and it not possible to control it specifically for an
industry. However, regressions on the propensity of write-offs derived significance and not fully
surprising on the investments in a seed and early stages companies. This companies inducing higher
liquidation rates is in line with an idea that they involve more risk than later-stage investments (implying
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higher liquidation rate). Interestingly, European VC firms have a lower likelihood of a liquidation. A
possible reason may be that they are more hesitant to “pull the plug” early.
The comprehensive general theory of the VC exits was set by Cumming and McIntocsh (2003b).
Exploring whether there exists optimal pecking order of the exits depending on the quality of the investee
firm, the nature of its assets, and the duration of the venture capital investment, the authors conclude that
IPOs are the most important exit form for „high flyer‟ firms while write-offs are the preferred means for
the lowest value firms. However, hypothesis is that information asymmetries are likely to be more
pronounced for the high-technology firms (e.g., those in biotechnology, communications, computers,
electronics, energy, environmental technology, and medical related industries) raising the likelihood of a
trade sales exit. “High-technology firms are distinct from other entrepreneurial firms in a number of
important respects. First, such firms have assets that are intangible and transaction-specific.Further,
entrepreneurs' actions are difficult to monitor, and a greater proportion of the value of the investment is
concentrated in the hands of mobile human capital. Because of these factors, high technology firms are
more difficult to value. This raises the likelihood of an acquisition exit, since strategic acquirors are better
positioned than the public market (IPO exit) to resolve information asymmetries and value the firm, and to
monitor and discipline managers post-exit. Second, technology firms are probably better suited to the
achievement of transaction synergies than traditional firms. Since transaction synergies are better
accommodated by an acquisition exit, this too tends to push in the direction of an acquisition“.
Succedding work of Cumming and McIntosh (2003a) explores the infuence of the same determinants with
an addition of the market condition, to the extend of an exit (full opposed to a partial one). Finance
literature provice abudant evidence that partial ownership retention is a signal of quality (Lin and Smith,
1997; Gompers and Lerner, 1999a). Cumming and McIntosh (2003a) furher investigated this pattern in the
venture capitalist context, including information asymmetry theory as a core explaining theme. The study
reveals that trade sale exit is not associated with the market conditions nor do influence the likelihood the
of a trade sale exit event. Although, the evidence that more partial trade sales will occur in connection
with technology firms, high market/book firms, and investments with the shorter duration are indeed
proven for the US sample. The results are not holding for the Canadian firms. Unfortunately, all of the
variables except investment duration and market conditions had to be suppressed in regression to avoid
problems of colinearity. The combined Canada and US data indicate at the 10% level of significance that
the longer the investment duration the more likely the investment will be written down (partial exit) than
written off.
Some evidence on the factors that determine the potential for a trade sale exit is coming from
entrepreneurship literature, but very scarcely. Study by Gans et al (2012) takes interesting perspective on
trade sales as form of a cooperation between start-ups and incumbents, with conclusion that the strength of
the appropriability regime increases the chances of the trade sales. Meaning that start-ups operating in
environments where the technology is easy to protect have higher chance of a trade sale than start-ups
operating in weak appropriability environments. As well, internal managerial decision making can
increase the likelihood of the start-up to be acquired by one of collaborating partners (Porrini, 2004).
Explanation is that cooperation in pre-acquisition stage is supposed to decrease the information
asymmetry between start-up or young firm and its potential acquirer which in turn increases the likelihood
of an acquisition.
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Combining the exit forms and the patterns, the following part of the literature also includes VC investor
characteristics‟, but not purely focusing on their value-add influence as the next sub-section. From where
this work elaborates is linked to the first part of Hege et al (2004) and Nahata (2004) studies. Both works
analyze determinants of the exit form and whether exit occurred with a success or not, with further attempt
to identify and quantify the determinants of venture capital performance. Nahata (2004) documents that
likelihood of trade sales (IPOs as well) is influenced by the stage of development, industry conditions, VC
reputation and corporate venture capitalist‟s objectives. Findings suggest that early stage companies are
more likely to be acquired than taken to stock listening. This is consistent with speed to market being an
important consideration in harvesting VC investments, where selling out to acquirers with existing
production, marketing and distribution capabilities can be an attractive option for early stage companies
with a promising product. Distinguishing between corporate VCs (CVCs) and independent VCs can have
significant implications for the exit path and its timing (as well Guo et al, 20154). Nahata (2004) finds that
CVCs making strategic investments are more likely to write-off their investment than sell them to other
companies. In sum, write-offs are significantly more frequent when portfolio companies represent
strategic investments by CVC, explained that typical CVC investment is a bet on success of emerging
technologies which generally ends up very successful (IPO) or very unsuccessful (write-off). In addition,
CVCs appear to be contributing much more to an eventual success of the companies at the later stages,
contrary to the seed and early where they are associated with decreased likelihood of a success.
The same theme is purpose of the Hege et al (2004) work, who emphasized the difference between sides
of the Atlantic. First part of this work investigates contributing variables to the likelihood of successful
exits, through trade sale or IPO. Using the Tobit regression, the authors reveal some interesting results.
First, greater monitoring intensity through shorter time intervals between financing rounds increases the
likelihood of a successful investment, meaning that staging has an impact on successful exit. Second,
impact of syndications is surprising and significant, with opposite effects for Europe and US. In Europe,
increased syndication has positive impact on success exit likelihood, while in US impact is negative.
Third, strong evidence from analysis suggest that the likelihood of a successful exit is lower the more
venture capitalist invest in early-stage projects, which stylizes the fact that early-stage projects are riskier
as much of the technological risk still needs to be resolved. Overall, their results indicate that venture
capital firms in Europe are more deal makers and less active monitors, and still lagging in their capacity to
select projects and add value to innovative firms (Hege et al 2004).
4.3.3. VC value adding role

Literature has investigated VC firm experience by age, accumulative aggregated investment amount and
the number of investment rounds for their impact on the IPO success or on the aggregate portfolio
performance (Lerner 1994, Gompers 1996). Adding to that, literature explains performance of the VCs
and their portfolio companies in terms of IPOs, by various indirect experience variables, such as the
network position of the VC firm (Hochberg et al. 2007), connectedness of the VC firm (Sorensen 2007),
and inclusion of both experience and connectedness (Nahata, 2008). The study that greatly influenced this
4

Guo et al (2015) propose a model encompassing investment, duration and exit strategies by analyzing the
differences in the source of the venture capital funding: corporative or not. Presence of a CVC fund with a longer
duration increases the probability of an exit though acquisition. Strong empirical support holds also that CVCs
invest bigger amounts and remain longer before exiting.
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research and can be placed into this literature stream is Clarysse et al (2011), observing learning through
various forms of experience.
Clarysse et al (2011) evaluated the extent to which VCs contribute to the potential trade sale of their
portfolio companies. More specifically, three perspectives are taken in order to examine which types of
learning significantly contributes to the likelihood of a trade sale of a portfolio company; experiential,
congenital and vicarious learning. The experiential learning resolves if a VC firm has realized one or more
trade sales before, with the significant increase in the probability of the portfolio company in the next exit
as a trade sale event. Regarding vicarious learning, indicated as collective knowledge from trade sales of
the syndicate, the results are in line with previous findings in the VC literature which tend to emphasize
the importance of syndicate partners as the important source of knowledge. Authors stress that syndicate
partners are often seen as valuable source of information that can complement the lack of expertise of the
lead investor in one or more domains. There is some evidence that greater industry experience is
associated with more syndication (Hopp 2010), which is confirmed with the observation that experienced
lead VCs have more experienced syndication partners. However, when comparing both forms of learning,
it is clear that experiential learning contributes more significantly to the hazard of being acquired than
vicarious learning. Third learning perspective, congenital learning, captured as whether general partners
establishing the firm have experience with the trade sales, does not significantly contributes to the hazard
of being acquired. Nevertheless, including only the experience of the trade sale exit form, leaves open
space for the future studies where operationalization is more robust and approximation of these routines
investigated over time. Furthermore, as it is controlled for the VC age, it suggests that it is not age
experience as such which contributes to the trade sale hazard but the specific knowledge VC has with the
trade sales.
4.4.4. Learning theory

To investigate this aspect, research tradition of organizational learning literature that links organizational
experience with particular learning outcomes is followed. More specifically, learning theories from Kim
and Miner (2007) and Kim et al. (2009) on the extreme bank performance experience, built upon the work
of survival-enhancing learning framework put forth by Baum and Ingram (1998). Distinctly, the authors
do not only define experience as a firm‟s cumulative history of successful performances, but include
failures as potential experience for generating useful knowledge. Their framework offers support on the
more encompassing view of the learning experience than just standard models of monotonic, cumulative
and linear learning. In specific, highlighting the concept that extreme performance outcomes such as
firm‟s own success and failure experience are inherently difficult to interpret and that they can cause
cognitive biases, attribution errors and superstitious learning, until some threshold level is reached (March
et al. 1991). Findings provide support on the US investment banks founded between 1984 and 1998, for
the notion that both successes and failures can generate survival-enhancing learning. Additionally, it is
shown that success and failure experience can enhance the performance of the banks, only after certain
level of experience has been acquired, and that they interact with each other to enhance the value of such
learning. Success is often a noisy signal of the effectiveness of prior actions: e.g., success can result from
simple luck or persistent use of a high-risk strategy (Denrell, 2005). Thus, it is not easy to establish an
accurate causal relationship between a success and its antecedents (Denrell et al. 2004, Minsky 2006).
Nonetheless, managers tend to make an implicit assumption that success is a result of the effectiveness of
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their prior action even when they do not have a clear understanding what caused the success (Miller and
Ross 1975, Van de Van and Polley 1992, Weiner 1986). Firms face considerable challenges in drawing
fruitful lessons from their performance experience, which opens a gap to investigate in the venture capital
context (specifically on the failures as the more attributable way of learning experience).

4.3 Theoretical background of the variables
In this section, some hypothesis that emerged from literature are presented. It is considered that several
determinants could have influence, which may be divided into following categories: characteristics of a
venture firm5 and characteristics of the venture capitalists and the syndicate. According to the literature,
important topic is an active contribution of venture capitalists to the value creation process and
subsequently an exit. This topic is detailed more carefully in the text below, notably, with expectation that
venture capitalists‟ performance is influenced by the: syndication, composition of the syndicate and the
with attributable experiences. It also includes four determinates from the venture firm level: stage of an
investee firm, the geographical location, invested amount and the sector of operating. The interest is in
determining the exit form.
Firm & deal specific

Stage of a development. Early stage investee firms are the ones with higher levels of asymmetry of
information as well as ones with higher uncertainty levels regarding the future outcomes (Gompers 1995
and Cumming and MacIntosh 2001). Thus, one should notice that early stage investments are the ones
with the higher level of uncertainty and perceived with the greater risk. For instance, early stage
investments would capture the large fraction of investments which reveal to be unsuccessful relatively
soon, and therefore more subject to a quick liquidation. On contrary, later the stage the investee firm, the
more information asymmetry resolved and the higher the certification value of VC involvement (Barry et
al.1990), so more prone to a trade sale exit.
Investment amounts. Literature suggests that the size and the quality of a company is clearly a factor in
determining the exit form. One would expect that the size and the quality of portfolio companies accessing
trade sales to be relatively larger and the size of those written-off to be relatively lower across the entire
set of VC-funded companies. Therefore, the higher quality companies would receive larger funding and be
more subject to a trade sale and less likely to end up in a write-off. Nahata (2004) supports that total VC
investment in the company across all financing rounds captures that as a reliable proxy. Additionally, the
number of financing rounds proposes the quality of a portfolio firm, with more financing rounds received
by the company, the higher probability of a trade sale exit.
Geographical location. Being located in a well-developed cluster of entrepreneurial activities and start-up
finance may facilitate the success of ventures and exits of participating VC funds (Giot and
Schwienbacher, 2007). Discussing such environments, typically located in well-developed cluster
5

Dealing with venture capital data, one must be aware that quantitative information provided in the databases is only
part of the picture as the important „qualitative‟ information (e.g. quality of product developed by the firm, its degree
of innovation, the current technological trends, etc.) about venture-backed firm is not included.
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(referring to Silicon Valley for e.g.), provides many services needed for developing companies (Hellmann
2001). Explaining that it may accelerate the cycle of a business development as it is easier to find the
needed resources, develop business contacts and eventually find potential buyers. Evidence that such
network connections lead to a better performance in venture capital has been presented by Hochberg
(2007), where indeed better location networks enhance the probability of a trade sale. Therefore, as the
clusters with well-developed entrepreneurial environment are more dominant in US (considering maturity
levels of a VC market, historical development, etc.) one would expect that being located in Europe is not
enhancing the likelihood of a trade sale exit.
Industries. Within the agro-food it is distinguished between biotech and IT ventures. Biotechnology
industry is interesting to investigate in this research sample because development of a bioengineered
pharmaceutical or agricultural product typically takes more than a decade. Biotechnology firms remain in
a research-and-development phase until well after they go public or get acquired. These firms mature
slowly, and do not incur large up-front costs in building manufacturing facilities (Lerner,1992). In
contrast, when focusing on software (frequently SaaS with sensors technologies in the sample) and ecommerce, it is expected that platform based business model requires shorter development time and
therefore shorter investment durations. The Giot and Shwainbacher (2007) denote this class of firms as
“internet” firms confirming the fastest exit overall and quickest time-to-exit for liquidations among the
industries. However, no clear directional hypothesis for the likelihood function can be stated.
Venture capitalists

Syndication. The literature mentions five leading motives for venture capital syndication , namely: (1) risk
diversification; (2) improved screening by securing a second opinion in the due diligence process (Sah and
Stiglitz (1986) and Casamatta and Haritchabalet (2003)); (3) the commitment of a corporate investor to
avoid hold-up problems, to secure a distribution channel or a potentially important customer pool (e.g.
Hellmann (2001) and Riyanto and Schwienbacher (2002); (4) certification and reputation gains when
syndicating with more experienced venture capitalists (Barry et al. (1990)); and (5) sharing of information
and pooling of contacts in the exit phase (according to Hege et al, 2004). Reasons (2) to (5) imply that the
extent of syndication could have a positive impact on the likelihood of the trade sales and the liquidations.
Composition of syndicate. Investors differ: they can be affiliated with a specific corporation (CVC fund)
or be a direct corporate investor, financial group, individual investor or an independent fund. Affiliated
VCs are typically backed up by a single (or very few) fund providers while independent VCs seek funds
from a larger number of fund providers. For instance, a large corporation or a bank may start its own
venture capital fund. Hege et al (2004) suggest that venture capital syndicated by different types of
venture capitalists may benefit from complementarity in expertise (e.g. a CVC may avoid hold-ups from
corporate buyers or provide the venture with a better access to a channel of distribution, marketing etc.,
financial associated with larger network, independent with sharp screening skills in finding the high
potential companies overcoming information asymmetries). Therefore, it may be that syndicates with at
least 3 different types of investors enhance the probability of a trade sale and decrease the likelihood of a
liquidation exit.
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Experience. Experience is one of the focal contributions in our research, which emphasizes on how
venture capitalists‟ accumulated and frequent exit experience effects the exit outcome. Experiential
learning assumes that VC firms learn from conducting activities repeatedly and adapting their routines to
their past experiences. Yang et al (2009) argue that this knowledge is cumulated through discovery,
learning by doing and experience, each of which are indicators of experiential learning. Experiential
learning implies that the more experience a particular firm has; the more routines it will have developed to
steer the future exits. Instead assuming that learning from success and failure experience will necessarily
be adaptive, Kim et al. (2009) prove that it will negatively affect a firm‟s performance when the firm has
only limited experience of the same type, but it can generate positive outcomes at higher levels of
experience. Therefore, in addition to accumulated success exit experience, it is expected that accumulated
and frequent failure experience could affect the exit outcome. In this way it is possible to control the fact
that VC fund could accumulate successful exit experience composed of predominantly historical exits that
are not embedded in current managerial routines, knowledge and experience. In addition to that,
accumulated failure experience could have positive affect on the trade sale likelihood, while frequency of
failures should have negative probability towards the same outcome.

5. Research methodology
This section elaborates on the empirical research design. The structure of this chapter is as follows:
paragraph 5.1 describes the sample and data that is used. Paragraph 5.2 specifies the variables that will be
used for analyzing the exits. Section 5.3 explains general methodology behind the survival analysis while
5.4 introduces it in the venture capital context.

5.1

Sample and Data

The agro-food venture data used in this research has been extracted from PitchBook, and complemented
and cross validated with other databases. This database for venture capital and private equity industry is
tracking information about ventures‟ financing history in addition to information about target markets,
milestones, financial performance and board members. Besides company profiles, it is also possible to
access investor profiles. These give detailed overview of fund-raising activity, the partners/investor
managers and the experience of the fund. This information allows to analyze VC funds‟ performance by
measuring the number of companies that realized IPO, were sold, or went out of the business. The
extracted dataset has been used to verify and complement the initial dataset with other financial databases
in this order; ThomsonOne Banker, CapitalIQ and Zephry 6. The aim is to analyze the largest and the most
accurate dataset available that complies with the criteria indicated in subsection 4.3. The initial prefiltering process leads to the sample of 153 companies out of 257. Additional filtering was applied by
specifying criteria that; (a) firm received venture capital funding and also have experienced a divestment
from that venture capital investor to an industry firm, (b) company‟s head office is in North American or
6

ThomsonOne Banker (Thomoson Financial), CapitalIQ (S&P 500) and Zephry(Bureau van Dijk) were used to
complement and cross validate the infromation. If the information was inconsistent or missing in PitchBook, the data
point was sourced either from ThomsonOne Banker, CapitalIQ and Zephry (in this order).
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Europe (c)operates in agriculture or food industry and (d) has disclosed information on the VC investors
profile. The observation was dropped if there was no available information on the date when financing
took place or the investors‟ profile were a secrecy. Finally, all the transactions with total committed
capital below €10,000 and above €100 million are deleted. Observations that fall into these categories are
not considered to convey significant information about exit decisions in the traditional business model of
venture capitalists (Giot and Schwienbacher 2007). Finally, all transactions with total holding periods
below 3 months are dropped because with such a short time period investment performance would be
driven mainly by market conditions and opportunism (Giot and Schwienbacher 2007; Hege et al. 2009;
Achleitner et al. 2014). The final filtering resulted in dataset of 55 subjects (venture firms) receiving
financing 172 investment rounds7.
Data is made up of firm‟s successive records, one for each observation recording particular investment
round. The data is gathered on a venture firm, but followed throughout successive investment round
events and described with variables characteristics for that moment when round happened. Firms that have
experienced only one venture funding event are also recorded in the same manner, conditional that an exit
event did happen. Therefore, empirical analysis of the paper is done per firm by modeling the time-to-exit
since a given financing round happened and taking into account all the characteristics at that particular
moment. Observations cover the period from 01-January-1992 to 10-May-2016 (from earliest observation
to 11th of May 2016 as a date at which the data has been collected). Consequently, the window of
observations covers period from 1992 to 2016, implying that all the companies were tracked from the first
funding event until the exit. This seems to provide the most detailed dataset hand-collected and
constructed for the agro-food venture exits so far.

5.2

Variables for the empirical operationalization

The section 4.3 already hinted what variables are used to test research hypothesis in relation to the
investment duration and the exit outcome, substantiated through theoretical review. Theoretical review
was used as a guideline in selecting the variables and provided the stepping stone in determining the
empirical model. This section clarifies how the variables are captured and why they can answer research
proposition. To exhibit variables in a transparent way, they are split in „Firm related variables‟ and „VC
related variables‟. The variables are accounting for both categories, measuring firms‟; stage, exit time and
form, location, capital raised and operating sector, and investors syndicate‟; composition, number, exit
experience and age.
„Firm related variables‟
As initial classification, we distinguished between seed, early stage and later stage investments. The
classification is defined as; seed stage indicating that company is in the pre-revenue phase; the early stage
is revenue phase with ongoing development; and later stage is classified as expansion and (international)
market roll out. Because stages vary throughout development of a firm, I use variable EARLY_S as
classification in a dummy form to avoid multicollinearity.

7

Note that in order to get firms that can be fully categorized as Agriculture or Food we apply rigorous filtering. First
it has been stressed that firm comply with the focus industry and then exclusion based on other criteria is applied.
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Type of exit (code variable): LIQUIDATION (1), TRADESALE (2), IPO (3)8. Note that a firm may be
characterized by (0) as it is still „ACTIVE‟, as venture capitalist have not yet exited in that moment. This
yields to a right censoring in the statistical analysis (survivor function). The exit type is considered at the
end of the last round.
Geographical location of entrepreneurial firm is considered with variable EUROPEHQ. If a firm‟s head
office is located in Europe, then dummy variables is set to 1, 0 otherwise.
Total amount of money received by the investee firm at the given round (in millions €): DEALAMOUNT.
The funding that took place in USD was converted to EUR according to currency exchange value of USDEUR at the given date.
TIMESPAN encompasses the number of days elapsed between the date at which round began and the exit
date. If the firm has not yet exited, this variable gives the number of days elapsed between the date at
which initial round began and the date at which successive round had begun, so called still „active‟
investment. The last value for the variable TIMESPAN counts subjects‟ number of days elapsed between
the date at last round and the exit date.
Biotechnology companies are associated with longer product development phases versus software
platforms that do not require a decade of R&D work. SOFTWARE is a dummy variable that indicates 1 if
the company is providing software platform or operates in e-commerce business. Similarly, a dummy
value 1 for variable BIOTECH if the venture is in the biotechnology space.
„VC firm related variables‟
Syndicate size describes the number of investors participating in that financing round. INVESTORS
variable counts the number of informal and formal investors that participated in that round, i.e., angels,
corporates, investment banks, family offices, governmental offices, private-equity firms and corporate and
independent venture capital funds.
Total number of venture capital funds participating in that financing round is captured by variable VCF.
The spectrum of different types of investors participating in the financing round is captured by dummy
variables: variable ANG for a presence of an angel investor in the syndicate, variable CORP for having a
corporation in the consortium, variable CVC for a corporate venture capital fund and variable PE for
private-equity firm. In addition, if at least 3 different types of investors are present in the syndicate of that
round, dummy variable COMPOSITE3 is equal to 1.
To gauge total experience9 of the venture capital investors in the syndicate, the variable EXP_TOT is
capturing accumulative number of all the exits of venture capital funds that participated in that round, up
to the given date of the round. Additionally, same is performed exclusively for the trade sales exits with
variable EXP_TS and for the liquidation exits with variable EXP_LIQ. Important to mention that
EXP_TOT is measuring accumulated experience of all three exit forms: trade sales, liquidations and IPOs.
8

The fact that IPO isn‟t explicitly modelled doesn‟t not lead to any biases due to multiplicative nature of the
likelihood function for the competing risk model.
9
Some collinearity will appear due to total experience consisted of all the other exit forms (IPO, trade sale, liq.)
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Finally, the frequency of total exits for a venture capital syndicate it is captured by variable FRQ_TOT
∑(

)

where total number of exits of
fund is divided by number of years passed since the inception of a
fund (
) at the particular round date (
, summed for all venture capital funds
in the syndicate. Variable FRQ_TS is respectively captured in the same way but only counting the trade
sales exits and the variable FRQ_LIQ in the same manner distinctly for the liquidations.
Average age (in years) of the syndicated venture funds at the given round is measured by variable
AGEVC.

5.3

Empirical model

In this work statistical analysis relies on the survival analysis. The choice of the statistical modelling is in
line with previous studies that analyze venture capital investment duration in addition to an exit form
(Giot and Schwienbacher 2007. and Félix et al. 2014). A more specific, competing risks model is used
which is adequate to model time in one state when exit is to a number of competing states. Before the
competing risk model is elaborated and introduced in venture capital context, the survival analysis will be
summarized. General methodology is described below.
Survival analysis can be categorized as the event history analysis. Survival methods correctly incorporate
information from both censored and uncensored observations in estimating important model parameters.
The dependent variable in survival analysis is composed of two parts: one is the time to event and the
other is the event status, which records if the event of interest occurred or not. One can then estimate two
functions that are dependent on time, the survival and hazard functions. The survival and hazard functions
are key concepts in survival analysis for describing the distribution of event times. The survival function
gives, for every moment in time, the probability of surviving (here not experiencing the exit event) up to
that time. The hazard function gives the potential that the event will occur, per time unit, given that an
individual has survived up to the specified time. While these are often of direct interest, many other
quantities of interest may subsequently be estimated from knowing either the hazard or survival function.
Statistically denoted, interest is in the time to exit, T, a random variable the behavior of which can be
captured by its density function f (t) or by its cumulative distribution function F(t). In survival analysis it
is common to use the survivor function, which gives the probability that duration is longer than t, which
can
be
expressed
as:

Alternative characterization of the distribution of T is given by the hazard function, or instantaneous rate
of occurrence of the exit event T. The conditional probability of an exit event is just then
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In other words, hazard function indicates the conditional exit rate at duration t as the density of exit events
divided by the probability of surviving to that duration without experiencing the event.
Due to the fact that survival analysis enables the hazard function to vary across individuals depending on
their characteristics, it is possible to estimate and make inference about the parameters with and without
assuming any distribution for the survival time. However, when the proportional hazard is not tenable,
parametric approach can be used, with specific probability distribution can be assumed for the survival
times. In particular, there are two type of parametric models: parametric proportional hazards (PH) models
and accelerated failure time (AFT) models.
PH model is proportional parametric model10 in way that assumes that the effect of a covariate is to
multiply the hazard by some constant. The hazard function at time for the particular observation t with a
set of covariates is given as follows:

It is possible to distinguish the baseline hazard function, h (t, α) which is depends on t alone but not on X,
and second the
which is a variable-specific (non-negative) function of covariates (which does not
depend on t). Note that the increase or reduction in risk is the same at all durations t. However, the model
can have different distributions on the baseline hazard and it can write the hazard rate as a multiplicative
function of the baseline hazard. In fact, this is the defining feature of all PH models. PH models are
sometimes referred to as multiplicative hazard models for precisely this reason. A number of different
parametric PH models may be derived by choosing different hazard functions. To emphasize the
comparison, a proportional hazards model assumes that the effect of a covariate is to multiply the hazard
by some constant, while an AFT model assumes that the effect of a covariate is to accelerate or decelerate
the life course by some constant. This is especially appealing in this context where the exit is a result of
some process with a sequence of intermediary stages, as in this case the investment rounds. Although
parametric PH models are applicable to analyze survival data, there are also probability distributions for
the survival time that can be used with AFT models.
Explanation of general methodology of final specification of survival analysis is following, regarding the
likelihood function and the competing risk model (CRM). The benefit of competing risk model is that
focus is not only on the one type of statistical modelling, like the exit outcome (Logit model), but in
contrast, it features separate dynamics and the covariates that can influence the exit for multiple outcomes
in relation to time. CRM considers m types of exits, with m +1 types of states {0,1,….,m} where 0 is the
initial state (investment is active) and {1,…,m} are possible destination states. It can be interpreted that the
CRM as a latent variables model with (
) denoting the time to exit to each destination and
denoting the time of censoring (if the investment is still active at the end of the observation period) 11.
10

Parametric probability distribution can follow certain proportional probability distributions for so-called baseline
hazard function and that differs from proportional hazard assumption that is in fact constant over time in the setting
where the predictor variables do not vary over time (Cox model as a semi-parametric approach).
11
Meaning that round does not end up with an exit. More will be explained in the next section.
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Thus what is observed in one duration can be denoted as
. In the CRM when
duration corresponding to the state is not yet realized, it is truncated and enriches model via the survivor
function. From methodological point of view, this implies that the realized state will contribute to the
likelihood function via its‟ density function, while the truncated state contributes to the likelihood function
via its‟ survivor function. So the hazard function for exit type j can be denoted:
∑
The log-likelihood function can be written as the sum of m log-likelihood functions which is explained in
the next section. Thus, by maximizing separately the log-likelihood function it is maximized the overall
log-likelihood function. Lee and Wang (2003) and Beyersman et al. (2009) further explain construction of
likelihood functions for competing risk model and mathematics underlining that.

5.4

Empirical model for venture capital

Section above already hinted how survival analysis can be introduced into venture capital context. Here it
will be explained how the statistical analysis is reframed into the VC framework and linked to the exit
process. First, the model should accommodate that there are multiple different exits (liquidation, trade
sales, IPO) and as well a fact that some rounds should be treated as still active (“in a pipeline”). These
„active‟ investments are treated as durations that have been right censored. Right-censoring is
immediately taking care of by the model as an investment characterized by „0‟ and will only enter the
likelihoods through its survivor function. Other destination states are indicated trough the status variable
of „1‟ „2‟ or „3‟ respectively for different exit outcomes.
To illustrate how this implements into maximization of a likelihood function, the trade sales exit is
depicted, but it is proceeded similarly for the liquidation exit type. Let
denote the number of firms
that exited through the trade sale and let i be the index that characterize these firms; let j be the index that
characterizes the other firms (there are
such firms if we suppose that the total population of firms
is N). By definition the likelihood, when the likelihood is maximized for the trade sale outcome, the
durations for the firms (indexed by j here) which did not exit through a trade sale are considered right
censored and contributes to the likelihood via survivor function. Hence the full likelihood is:

where
is density function and the survivor function for the trade sale outcome. It should be stressed
that is allowed multiple records per subject but estimate the competing risk for a given round. In this way
it is possible to keep track of time varying coefficients throughout the rounds and give importance to a
firm as a distinct subject. Such a distinction, however is of a vital importance because of the weighting
mechanism behind it. Applying weights to treat a firm as a whole subject and not through individual
observations yields ability for tracking time variance and give appropriate representation to the sample.
Finally, it is explained how explicit variables enter the density function. All the variables detailed in the
section 5.2 are included in the model, thus it translates into two exit possibilities where i refers to the firm
and j to an exit outcome (trade sale or liquidation):
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To illustrate how this translates into parameters affecting the time-to-exit and the likelihood, practical
example is depicted. In addition, to exemplify for the likelihood, as significant positive value for any
parameter implies that an increase in the corresponding variable leads to significantly increased
likelihood for an exit outcome (and vice versa). The significantly positive coefficient of the VDF variable
for the exit i would mean as the number of the venture capital funds in the syndicate increase, the
probability of an exit i increases.

6. Analyses
This section presents main summary statistics of the dataset, including the mean and standard deviations.
The next subsections consist of the empirical results where the effect and extend of the parameters
influencing the exit outcome for the venture backed agro/food companies is presented. The results are
displayed per exit outcome, starting with the likelihood for the trade sale, followed by the liquidation exit.

6.1.

Descriptive analyses

The average investment duration in sample is 1595 days (4.36 years), which is in line with the previous
studies (for instance Felix et al. (2012) report 4.04 years and Giot and Scweinbacher (2007) an average
duration of 4.15 years). As Table 1. describes, „active‟ investments represent the 66.5% of the sample,
while the exit rounds for the liquation, trade sale and IPO respectively take 10.6%, 18.2% and 4.7%. For
the firm level that equates in most frequent exit route of trade sales with 54.4%, followed by the
liquidations of 31.6% and the IPOs with 14.0%. The breakdown of rounds per stage shows that half of the
rounds are describing the firms in early stage, while other half spreads to the seed and the later stage firms.
Table 2. shows that within agro-food software ventures (including platforms and e-commerce) represent
21.76% of the sample, while the biotech is much more represented with 44.11%. In addition, European
firms are representing one fifth of the whole sample, which could be due to the reporting differences
between US and Europe. Looking at the pattern of the Deal_Amount (Table 1), it is visible that the
average amount invested is around the €8.5 million, which is in line with Giot and Scweinbacher (2007)
range for the „other industry‟ around $6-9 million. Regarding the venture capitalists in the syndicate, on
average there was 3.69 investors (Giot and Scweinbacher (2007) report 3.9), where venture capital funds
account for 2.23 of that. Syndicate size consisted of a 3 different types of an investors in 16.5% cases,
while angel investor was present in 23.4% syndicates, corporation in 14.5%, private equity investor in
18.6% and the corporate venture capital fund in 13.9%. More important, the total experience of venture
capital funds in the syndicate on average was 41 exits accomplished in the portfolio, while the average on
trade sales counted 31.17 exits and the liquidations around 5.95 exits. Furthermore, on average venture
capitalist syndicates were exiting the 2.78 venture per year, while the trade sales were accounts for 2.05
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deals exited and the liquidations for 0.434. Finally, in respect to average age (in years) of the syndicated
venture funds is around 10 years.
Table 1. Main summary statistics- Complete sample and the non-exit rounds

„Active‟ investments

Complete sample

Deal_amount
Time_span
Early_s
Software
Biotech
EuropeHQ
Investors
VCF
Angel
Corp
PE
CVC
Composite3
Exp_TOT
Exp_TS
Exp_LIQ
Frq_TOT
Frq_TS
Frq_LIQ
Age

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

8.505802
1594.788
0.5
0.217647
0.441177
0.2
3.696203
2.231788
0.234483
0.144828
0.186207
0.138889
0.165517
41

10.78897
1222.862
0.501477
0.413865
0.497995
0.401182
3.129292
2.031235
0.425144
0.353147
0.390623
0.347038
0.372935
92.38477

0.01
84
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

56.97
5981
1
1
1
1
20
11
1
1
1
1
1
771

8.756667
1379.106
0.522124
0.230089
0.486726
0.159292
3.862745
2.273684
0.274725
0.186813
0.186813
0.122222
0.186813
36.35

10.86847
1168.55
0.501735
0.422764
0.50205
0.367578
2.796884
2.00235
0.448849
0.391921
0.391921
0.329377
0.391921
67.41635

0.01
84
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

56.97
5471
1
1
1
1
13
9
1
1
1
1
1
385

31.17424
5.94697
2.784272
2.054389
0.433628
10.04254

73.95279
12.95047
4.714833
3.723142
0.719912
6.979292

0
0
0
0
0
0

614
109
33.327
25.859
4.7918
32.5

27.7
4.675
2.545608
1.883366
0.358606
9.665324

54.5737
8.18887
3.843861
3.091677
0.558501
6.27085

0
0
0
0
0
0

316
39
21.08585
17.80928
2.253968
28.5

Regarding the exit rounds, Table 4. provides descriptive analyses of two exit types where the liquidation
and trade sale group demonstrate some differences. On average, the trade sale companies received €8.2
million, while the liquidation subsample around €3.17 million. When focusing on the liquidations, it is
evident that they have a faster exit than a trade sale, on average around 1571 days (4.3 years), compared to
the trade sales around 2167 days (5.93 years). In Giot and Scweinbacher (2007) work, authors observe the
average time of liquidation exits around 1203 days and trade sale exits around 1666 days, but breaking it
down to their statistics for biotech industry, authors denote mean trade sales exit around 1523 days and
liquidations exit around 2062 days. Focusing on early stage variable, Table 2. Shows that in 77.78% the
liquidation exits occurred for the companies in the early stage, while only 35.48% of the companies were
sold in the early phase. Finally, with respect to the average syndicate size and experience, investors and
VCFs are outnumbered in the favor of trade sale exit, with a larger exit experience and frequencies for all
the exit forms.
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6.2.

Empirical analysis

Trade sale exit

Let now analyze from Table 2. how different determinants impact the likelihood for the trade sales. In
particular: the determinants that categorize the firm and the investors. On a firm level, all coefficients have
expected signs, but only EUROPE_HQ is significant at 5% level. Moreover, when observing the
coefficients, being located with the head office in Europe and being early stage company decrease the
likelihood of an exit in a trade sale form (-1.044298 and -1.073991 respectively). The coefficients for the
Deal_amount and Software have positive effect on the likelihood, but only marginally significant (on 10%
level). Furthermore, observing the variables attributed to the syndicate, there is statistical meaningfulness
for the presence of the CVC fund in the syndicate. In addition, it is interesting and surprising that the
presence of CVC in the syndicate did not yield positive impact on the likelihood, but actually opposite,
decreased the likelihood of the trade sale exit. Appears as in the literature that CVCs are contributing
much more to an eventual success of the companies at the later stages, contrary to the early stage where
they are associated with decreased likelihood of a trade sale. When portfolio companies represent strategic
investments by CVC, it is explained that typical CVC investment is a bet on success of emerging
technologies which generally ends up very successful (IPO) or very unsuccessful (write-off). Other
coefficients associated with different types of investors and their presence are not significant. Therefore, it
is impossible to draw conclusions on the effect of these variables. Observing variables for the venture
capitalists exit experiences, supportive evidence is: (1) coefficient for the total amount of liquidations
significantly increases the likelihood for a trade sale (0.7507048). This is line with the experience
hypothesis that successful exit form like the trade sale is positively influenced by accrued learnings from
accumulated failures over time. This effect is highly significant and among all the significant variables has
the strongest effect. Other experiential exit forms have smaller impact and they are statistically
insignificant. In addition, as the age is included, these results suggest that is not age experience as such
which contributes to the trade sale hazard, but the specific exit experience. Variables in _tvc explore time
variance of the variables in the main model (increasing or decreasing effect), but there are marginally
significant decreasing effects of the variables for accumulated liquidations and invested amount over time.
Table 2- Competing risk regression for the trade sale

Dealamount
Early_s
Software
Biotech
EuropeHQ
Investors
VCF
Angel

Likelihood of exit
Robust
Coef. Stn. Err.
P>z
0.1368692*
0.080 0.090
-1.073991*
0.584 0.066
1.145729*
0.681 0.093
0.2185404
0.548 0.690
-1.044298**
0.426 0.014
0.0125889
0.250 0.960
0.080747
0.619 0.896
0.3503401
0.670 0.601
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Corp
PE
CVC
Composite3
Exp_TOT
Exp_TS
Exp_LIQ
Frq_TOT
Frq_TS
Frq_LIQ
Age

-1.993917
-0.6665456
-2.569706**
0.1273423
-0.1246316
0.0378257
0.7507048***
-0.6104751
0.0588637
-2.228999
0.0672236

1.636
0.689
1.262
1.474
0.332
0.432
0.262
4.780
5.942
3.962
0.099

0.223
0.333
0.042
0.931
0.708
0.930
0.004
0.898
0.992
0.574
0.499

tvc
Dealamount
-0.0000565* 0.000031 0.070
Investors
0.0001002 0.000142 0.481
VCF
0.0000506 0.000287 0.860
Exp_TOT
-4.69E-06 0.000146 0.974
Exp_TS
0.0000396 0.000184 0.829
Exp_LIQ
-0.0002289** 0.000114 0.044
Frq_TOT
0.0020578 0.001968 0.296
Frq_TS
-0.0020003 0.002407 0.406
Frq_LIQ
-0.0012213 0.001510 0.418
Age
-0.0000352 0.000034 0.292
N. observations
120
N. failures (trade s.)
27
Log-likelihood
-74.804334
Wald chi2 (29)
94.64
Prob > chi2
0.0000
Variables in tvc equation interacted with _t (Std. Err. adjusted for 52 clusters)
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10

Figure 3. represents the hazard function for the trade sales at the covariates means. This plot from Stata
represents 13 years‟ period with the corresponding likelihood. By this plot it is visually shown that model
rejects the hypothesis of monotonically increasing or decreasing hazard. Regarding the shape of the
hazard, one has increasing „hazard‟ (to about 1,000 - 2,500 days) and then after reaching the maximum
likelihood, sharply decreasing hazard. Thus, as time flows venture capital-backed firms first exhibit a
growing likelihood of an exit in a trade sale. However, after having increased likelihood period (around
1,000 – 3,200 days of existence, i.e. 2.75 – 8.75 years), 3500 days‟ investments that have not yet exited
have sharply fewer and fewer possibilities of exits as time increases. This suggests that venture capitalists
should not hesitate to „pull the plug‟ after 10 years (~3500 days), rather than stick with potentially
nonperforming firms. This pattern is supported by Giot and Scweinbacher (2007), where hazard function
reaches the maximum around 2,500 - 4,000 days, i.e. 6.8 - 11 years but decrease much slower thereafter.
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Liquidation exit

In respect to the liquidations in Table 3. it is estimated likelihood for the exit and the determinants that
influence the exit. First to hint the impact what coefficients for deal amount and biotech venture have and
their contributions to less likely liquidation. Equally important is to mention that hazard of being
liquidated for these coefficients is statistically significant at 5% level. Amount of funding that firm
received hints the negative effect on the liquation, and by observing the variable in the tvc it implies that
this effect even increases over time. In other words, the amount of funds that company raises over time
has effect as a less and less likely liquidated. Regarding on the venture characteristics, biotech has
negative effects on the likelihood, where negative contribution is significant. Furthermore, observing the
variables depicting the syndicate size and their composition, there is two interesting findings. In line with
the theoretical proposition, the number of VC funds have positive hazard for a liquidation while the
overall number of Investors negative (-5.158 at 5% level). The latter is explained that more likeminded
VC funds on the syndicated deal, easier achieve consensus when the venture is not promising, while the
number of diverse types of investors with their presence may magnify different views and effect it in an
opposite way. With the larger number of investors collective brains are sign of quality, reducing the
liquidation probability. Other coefficient that stands out from the list is the presence of a Corporation in
the syndicate. Large negative effect for the likelihood of liquidations is contradicting theory, whereas the
formation of corporate venture capital funds is a vehicle to overcome information asymmetries and their
limited ability to screen and find promising ventures. However, in our case this puzzled result is
marginally significant but can be explained that during the observed time period many corporate venture
funds were actually established to prevented previous and to reallocated their investments to their
investment vehicles, leaving very limited sample do derive any conclusions (outliner in our case).
In Table 3 the experience of venture capitalists is also presented. The results suggest that probability of the
liquidation exit is significantly influenced by the frequent exit experiences. However, there is support for
the very interesting notion. The coefficient for the frequent liquidation is highly negative, which draws
attention to the differences in learning between successes and failures. The experience that VC managers
gained in the limited period with the high-number of write-offs, have a highly significantly negative
impact on the same exit outlook. This finding suggests that to prevent additional failures, having more exit
events in a shorter time has more direct learning effect than what is the case for the successful exit form
(trade sale). In limited sample of exits, early failures can decrease the level of risk to which firm is
exposed by reducing unfruitful risky investment behavior. This decrement in the likelihood of the
liquidations in the shorter term is confirmed with the tvc variable Frq_LIQ that significantly accounts for
the time dimension12. Generally, this proposition is supported by coefficients accounting for the frequency
of exits with the higher impact than the coefficients for accumulated experience, arguing that ability to
learn effectively on the small sample of exits draws valid learnings in reducing the likelihood of failures,
opposed to trade sales where additional accumulated exit learning emphasizes complexity towards trade
sale (see Table 2). Consistent with this, the total frequency of the exits can directly affect likelihood by
random learning with no particular focus, confirmed through the significant variable (tvc_ variable
FRQ_LIQ).
12

If the tvc_ variable for Frq_LIQ it would not be significant, this conclusion on time dimension for the likelihood
model would not be possible to derive. The tvc_ for Frq_TS is not, so it‟s not possible to explain as „frequent case‟
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Table 3. Competing risk regression for the liquidation exit

Dealamount
Early_s
Software
Biotech
EuropeHQ
Investors
VCF
Angel
Corp
PE
CVC
Composite3
Exp_TOT
Exp_TS
Exp_LIQ
Frq_TOT
Frq_TS
Frq_LIQ
Age
tvc
Dealamount
Investors
VCF
Exp_TOT
Exp_TS
Exp_LIQ
Frq_TOT
Frq_TS
Frq_LIQ
Age
N. observations
N. failures (liq..)
Log-likelihood
Wald chi2 (29)
Prob > chi2

Competing-risks regression
Robust
Coef.
Stn. Err.
-0.85115**
0.416
2.265491
2.253
-1.26676
0.898
-2.71719**
1.281
0.519157
1.193
-5.15866**
2.346
3.018815
1.964
-1.00055
1.106
-27.0745*
14.079
-0.93503
1.966
2.979728
2.3100
0.143213
4.321
0.297768
0.497
-0.4006
0.691
0.152432
0.240
17.88533**
7.255
-16.2473*
8.588
-23.1858***
7.973
0.076198
0.174

0.0003255***
0.0016351***
-0.0011677
0.0000295
0.0000309
-0.0003898
-0.0107063*
0.0101805
0.0149578***
-0.0000411
120
14
-29.177381
543.51
0.0000

P>z
0.041
0.315
0.158
0.034
0.663
0.028
0.124
0.366
0.054
0.634
0.197
0.974
0.550
0.562
0.527
0.014
0.059
0.004
0.663

0.000124
0.000616
0.000760
0.000420
0.000593
0.000281
0.005582
0.006695
0.005769
0.000175

0.008
0.008
0.124
0.944
0.958
0.165
0.055
0.128
0.010
0.815

(19)

120
14
-15.76678
198.07
0.0000

Variables in tvc equation interacted with _t (Std. Err. adjusted for 52 clusters)
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.10
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7. Discussion and Conclusion
7.1.

A brief discussion of the significant results

This paper has studied the extent of determinants influencing agro-food ventures considering two
dimensions: probability of an exit and time-to exit. Some of these results are related to previously reported
findings in the literature on the venture capitalists and the exits by venture capital-backed firms. Brief
discussion on significant results will be presented, first in a relation to a venture firm level, followed by
the venture capitalists and their experience.
Schwienbacher (2005) supports the idea of the less liquid markets in Europe. However, author did not
have direct evidence on the decreased likelihood level for a trade sale, but pinpoints namely that European
venture capitalists face less liquid markets for the exits that forces them to shop around for longer periods
when trying to sell their shares. Similarly, Giot and Schwienbacher (2007) prove that well developed US
entrepreneurial regions accelerate trade sale.
Our research finds that invested amount is a variable that influences the exit path, documenting the
significant effect for the both exit routes. The variable normalized by the industry average of total VC
financing (across all rounds) invested into the portfolio companies, Nahata (2004) claims, acts as a good
proxy for the quality of the individual portfolio companies. Author finds positive correlation with the
likelihood of a trade sale (and IPO exit) and it is highly significant in the regressions. Total invested
amount also significantly indicates the higher rates for the trade sales (and IPOs) comparing to the writeoffs. This confirms our finding were indeed investment amount across all financing rounds positively
influences trade sales and negatively write-offs for the agro-food sample.
Within the agro-food ventures, we have been able to distinguish between biotech and software ventures.
Some evidence is present for software ventures which are more likely to end up in a trade sale exit than
the rest of the sample firms, while biotech ventures experience less likely write-off exit. However, we are
not able to track these findings within any theoretical framework, so these empirical evidences
intrinsically do not reveal much of a discussion material, but give insight into agro-food domain.
Evidence on corporate venture capital funds (CVC) suggests that they often make investments in
emerging technologies that may pose a threat to their own parent company. Often times, such technologies
are unsuccessful; however, corporations have indirectly realized strategic benefits by hedging risk of
future competition (Nahata, 2004). Further Nahata (2004) suggest that CVCs who make strategic
investments on the potential success of emerging technologies are making higher risk bets that can turn
either very successful (IPOs) or very unsuccessful (write-offs), while purely financially motivated CVC
investments lay in between these two extremes. These findings are in line with the evidence from our
study, where presence of the CVC fund decreased the likelihood of a trade sale exit. Because of their
greater tolerance for failure and better knowledge of technology, CVCs invest in younger and riskier
companies and achieve a higher degree of innovation (Chemmanur and Loutskina, 2008; Chemmanur et
al., 2013), but that does not imply higher success probability for agro-food trade sale in this case.
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Additionally, increased number of investors reduces the likelihood for the liquidation exit. This is in line
with many studies that support this finding explaining it as a noisy signal of quality. The bigger the
syndicate size, less likely the collective brains of investors picked the wrong favorite.
Schwienbacher (2005) as for the regressions on the propensity of liquidation finds that investments in seed
and start-up/early stages induce higher liquidation rates. This is in line with the idea that they involve
more risk, so implying the higher liquidation rates. In comparison to our evidence, the early stage variable
is decreasing the likelihood for a trade sale instead. It could be explained that less mature technology is
harder to understand and sell to an industry player. Regarding the strong empirical support on quicker
liquidations for early stage firms, Cumming and MacIntosh (2001) denote evidence that early stage firms
experience overall shorter investment durations, but not reduced probability for the same outcome.
Finally, regarding the venture capitalist experience this work challenges the view by moving away from
the generically expressing experience through the VC age or accrued type of the same experience.
Clarysee et al. (2011) seem as well to suggest that VC age is not as such what contributes to trade sale
hazard, but the knowledge and learnings. Building on these results and including multiple type of accrued
and frequent exit learnings, it is showed that the failure exit experience indeed contributes in avoiding
failures(liquidations) and help in achieving successes (trade sale). In organizational context, the potential
benefits of overcoming these failures may even have higher learning value than success by offering prepost contrasts and apparent working solutions to prior attributable mistakes, as well by engendering strong
reactions of organizational members (Kim and Miner 2007). However, some caution has to be taken with
our findings. Failures exit experience is tested in this context of multiple exit types and their experiences,
and it should not substitute for each other‟s impact, but more help to overcome limitations of only one
definite source of learning. Shedding light on the failure experience as prevailing, one of the most
successful venture capitalist Mr. Khosla: “Failure is a probably the most important tool we have.
Personally, I have been doing this work as long as I know, having the bigger library of failures and ways
to fail than anybody I know, worked with more entrepreneurial companies and hopefully learned to not
make same mistakes over and over again. Failure is allowable but not desirable”.

7.2.

Conclusion, practical recommendations and limitations

This study provides three contributions to a venture capital literature and the agro-food venturing. It is the
first study to apply scientific methodology to investigate this industry. This statistical methodology has
been used in different structures to model the investment duration and probability, but on the subject level
the first to model agro-food ventures. The second contribution is that is the first study that analyses
failures through the learning perspective as the valuable experience influencing ventures‟ exit outlook.
More specifically, emphasis on the combination of different exit experience types helps moving learning
venture capital literature forward. Finally, this study highlights and investigates venture capital exit
experience in a distinctive way by taking into account for the total duration of the venture capital
investments and their exit occurrences (accumulated and frequent).
Our findings suggest that the choice of exit vehicle is governed by both firm-specific and VC-specific
determinants. In particular, it calls attention to emphasize variables related to the: 1) Market liquidityEuropean Venture firms account less likely trade sale exit than US firms 2) Development stage- less likely
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to exhibit a trade sale exit 3) Number and composition of a syndicate- CVC fund decreases the chances of
a trade sale exit, while bigger and diverse syndicate reduces the probability of a liquidation 4) Venture
capital experience- failure exit experience contributes in a short term in avoiding failures(liquidations) and
in a long term helps in achieving successes (trade sale).
In practice, some firm-specific and VC-specific determinants can be influenced in order to achieve desired
exit forms and the investment durations. Regarding the venture‟s characteristics we can expect that
scouting globally for a trade sale would be worthwhile for European venture capitalists instead just
focusing on their less „active‟ European agro-food market. Additionally, as it is well known that earlier the
company‟ stage, inherently bigger the risk but also the opportunity, so venture capitalists should form
diverse syndicates with multiple parties on board capable of understanding the opportunity. In other
words, by having larger investor base with diverse backgrounds that will provide sufficient capital along
the companies‟ roadmap, significantly reduces the risk of a liquidation. Not only that larger investor base
provides less risk for a venture, its‟ selection of investors also have a significant influence on the exit
„success‟. Early stage ventures might benefit from CVC‟s network and resources in the syndicate, but also
as evidence suggest, could hamper the trade sales exit due to the polarity of „success measures‟ and
objectives. However, this recommendation should be taken with caution. Nowadays, trend of numerous
agro-food corporations forming their venture arms is presented more than ever, but with a different
investment approach. Our panel dataset over last 25 years has comprised of CVC funds that had strategic
focus point as well, while today‟s CVC funds mainly operate without that criteria, which embodies them
as prudent financial investors. And finally, VCs and ventures when forming their syndicate should be
aware that exit failures are not necessarily a bad thing, but potentially a valuable insight that can tacitly or
directly benefit „fledging‟ enterprise. The results in the paper indicate that this form of learning can have
positive effect on the exit outcome, mainly pinpointing that in a long term failures are method of learning
from „attributable‟ mistakes, including secretive and codified knowledge that VC obtained, which can
influence better practices in future trade sales and prevent in short term consequent failures. But the
complexity of a trade sale seems to require many different forms of knowledge, which go far beyond of
just liquidations and exchanging these learnings.
This study has several limitations and the key questions for further research. Starting with the very small
sample, this research increases insight on the exit determinants in connection to the likelihood and the
investment duration, but should, however, be evaluated in the light of the limitations of the study.
First, the agro-food venture-backed firms do not allow generalizing safely the findings for the whole
venture community. So these findings primarily refer to the selected sample. Secondly, the choice of
variables used was dictated by the available data. The measures are consistent with those used in previous
studies with the exception of appropriability regime; in particular that counts number of holding patents.
Thirdly, the fact that the research is based on the models that proxy the trade sale as „success‟ can be
questionable. This also creates some limitation to the conclusions. Venture capitalists can exit venture in a
trade sale exit with zero to negative return, which does not really justify the case of trade sales as labeled
as „all time scenario‟ of success. More quantitative approach with IRR or money multiple could be a good
dependent variable for the future studies in the similar hypotheses tests.
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Fourthly, involving the multiple type of experience that mutually account in the variable of the total
experience, some collinearity between the exits experiences have to assumed. Additionally,
operationalization level of frequent exits that translates into accumulated is interesting to test. The
threshold level of frequent failures that sufficiently accumulated the base for more likely trade sale exit
can be a good question for future studies. Fifth, ignoring the entrepreneurial perspective is limitation,
which could be supplemented to enrich similar studies in the future.
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9. Appendix
Table 4. Summary statistic -Exit rounds for Trade sales and Liquidations

Trade sale

Deal_amount
Time_span
Early_s
Software
Biotech
EuropeHQ
Investors
VCF
Angel
Corp
PE
CVC
Composite3
Exp_TOT
Exp_TS
Exp_LIQ
Frq_TOT
Frq_TS
Frq_LIQ
Age

Liquidation

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

8.200667
2167.806
0.354839
0.225807
0.322581
0.193548
3.966667
2.466667
0.233333
0.066667
0.133333
0.1
0.1
45.31034
34.65517
6.655172
3.097539
2.31237
0.460533
9.926786

10.88989
1280.707
0.486374
0.425024
0.475191
0.40161
4.114594
2.096521
0.430183
0.253708
0.345746
0.305129
0.305129
143.3002
114.3476
20.31937
6.616944
5.12807
0.946159
7.505285

0.02
154
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

40.62
5981
1
1
1
1
20
11
1
1
1
1
1
771
614
109
33.3270
25.8598
4.79187
29.5

3.169375
1571.722
0.777778
0.222222
0.222222
0.444444
1.888889
1.444444
0.0625
0
0.0625
0.125
0.0625
25.5625
18.125
5.0625
1.732389
1.108445
0.449626
10.67667

4.374993
893.9662
0.427793
0.427793
0.427793
0.51131
1.490712
1.247219
0.25
0
0.25
0.341565
0.25
52.59654
40.28048
8.095009
2.487883
1.775048
0.651449
8.380694

0.02
105
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

15.85
3291
1
1
1
1
7
5
1
0
1
1
1
191
148
25
8.791667
6.107143
1.892857
32.5

Table 5. Frequency of exits-summary statistics

Exit type
0-'Active'
1-Liq.
2-Trade s
3-IPO
Total

Freq.
113
18
31
8
170

Percent
66.47
10.59
18.24
4.71
100

Cum.
66.47
77.06
95.29
100
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Figure 3. STATA plot- hazard function for the trade sale at covariates means
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Figure 4. Correlation matrix of the variables used in the research
Dealam~t Early_s
Dealamount
1
Early_s
-0.3229
Software
0.0372
Biotech
0.1688
EuropeHQ -0.1981
Investors
0.5369
VCF
0.5721
Angel
0.0296
Corp
0.2972
PE
0.2394
CVC
0.4043
Composite3 0.2649
Exp_TOT
0.4909
Exp_TS
0.4828
Exp_LIQ
0.4422
Frq_TOT
0.5713
Frq_TS
0.5707
Frq_LIQ
0.438
Age
0.2494

1
0.0418
-0.1093
0.015
-0.2023
-0.1784
0.112
-0.1059
-0.2557
-0.0823
-0.1045
-0.1538
-0.1511
-0.1623
-0.1726
-0.1814
-0.1502
-0.1264

Software Biotech

1
-0.4523
-0.1696
0.1499
0.1618
0.1182
-0.0239
-0.0215
-0.1118
-0.0658
0.3102
0.3189
0.1878
0.3202
0.3409
0.1327
0.2398

1
0.1143
0.0114
-0.0659
-0.103
0.0648
0.2641
0.0899
0.1565
-0.0491
-0.0546
0.0119
-0.0674
-0.0768
0.0078
0.0843

EuropeHQInvest~s VCF

1
-0.2191
-0.1734
-0.1557
-0.2189
0.0026
-0.1874
-0.1956
-0.1885
-0.1911
-0.1545
-0.2218
-0.2305
-0.1338
0.0349

1
0.7434
0.4791
0.3158
0.3313
0.2844
0.4544
0.4526
0.4556
0.3838
0.5521
0.5707
0.3718
0.0349

1
0.3715
0.2664
0.064
0.4714
0.4221
0.6079
0.6067
0.5256
0.7131
0.7204
0.5425
0.1335

Angel

1
-0.1111
-0.0577
0.1762
0.3163
0.2797
0.2863
0.2217
0.2442
0.2595
0.1451
-0.1259

Corp

1
0.1781
0.2031
0.5047
0.0803
0.0728
0.0595
0.1756
0.1771
0.0872
0.0672

PE

CVC

1
0.0193
0.3486
0.0885
0.0918
0.0865
0.1367
0.1397
0.0943
0.0174

1
0.6179
0.3505
0.3332
0.4002
0.4576
0.4278
0.5113
0.0379

Compos~3Exp_TOT Exp_TS

1
0.3503
0.342
0.3492
0.4004
0.3889
0.3596
-0.0068

1
0.9982
0.9546
0.9145
0.9187
0.7772
0.4051

1
0.9444
0.9085
0.9193
0.7548
0.4007

Exp_LIQ Frq_TOT Frq_TS

1
0.8781
0.8618
0.8767
0.3833

1
0.9923
0.8689
0.2917

1
0.8165
0.2983

Frq_LIQ

1
0.2249

Age

1

